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INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

Docks Americano 9x60

For your convenience, these products are stocked in our Central Service Center.
Orders placed before noon are available within 1 business day.
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IMPORTANT: Read these instructions before starting your project. It is imperative that the job-site environment and 
the subfloor meet the requirements noted in this guide. Additionally, if proper method of installation is not followed, 
the click system will not engage correctly resulting in damage to the click system itself, and subsequently planks that 
will buckle, separate, or lift from one another.

Photos of a correct installation that follow the instructions below:

  

Photos of incorrectly installated material:

  

Recommended Use
Mosaic Luxury Vinyl Flooring can be installed on all grade levels that are temperature controlled. This product 
is recommended for residential and light to medium commercial interior use only. Mosaic Luxury Vinyl Flooring 
should not be installed in areas where a motorized wheelchair is being utilized. Product must be inspected prior to 
installation. Installation of any damaged or defective planks constitutes acceptance and Warranty claims will not be 
accepted after flooring has been installed.

Jobsite Conditions
All areas receiving installation should contain functioning HVAC equipment. Radical fluctuations in temperature can 
result in extreme expansion and contraction of the flooring. It is not necessary to acclimate Mosaic Luxury Vinyl 
unless the material has been stored at temperatures below 40°F or above 100°F within 12 hours of the installation. 
If material has been stored at these temperatures, product should be acclimated in the room where the installation 
will occur for 12-24 hours at a temperature between 55° and 85°.  

Always stack boxes flat to avoid warping the planks. It is recommended to keep the stacks shorter than eight 
cartons high.

Subfloor Preparation
Substrate must be structurally sound. Subfloor must be flat within 1/8” over 6’, and 3/16” over a 10’ span. Variations 
in flatness must either be sanded down or leveled with a suitable floor self-leveling compound such as Custom’s 
Techlevel WSF or TEC’s Level Set 300. 

As a floating floor, Mosaic Luxury Vinyl will bridge minor floor imperfections and gaps, but heavy roughness or 
unevenness in the subfloor may telegraph through the new floor covering. It is important that the subfloor is clean 
and free from dirt or debris. Never install Mosaic Luxury Vinyl directly over residual asphalt-type (cut back) adhesive. 

Residual cut back adhesive should be completely removed and covered with a high-quality latex underlayment. 
The installer is responsible for making sure that site conditions are appropriate prior to the installation. *Use of a 
separate underlayment will hinder proper installation of the product and void warranty.*

Wood Subfloors

 It is recommended all Mosaic Luxury Vinyl be installed over a minimum of ¾” thick wood subfloors. Screw 
down all loose areas or replace as needed. Be sure to confirm the moisture level with a moisture meter. 
Test the moisture level in multiple areas. Results must be 12% or less on average. Anything greater should 
be addressed prior to installation. Never apply a vapor barrier over wood subfloors.

Concrete Subfloors

 It is important for new concrete floors to cure for at least 60 days. Any high spots should be ground 
down to ensure a level floor. Additionally, any low spots should be filled with a leveling compound such 
as Custom’s Techlevel WSF or TEC’s Level Set 300. Test the moisture level in multiple areas. Slabs with 
moisture levels exceeding 8lbs per 1000sqft in 24hrs using the Moisture Vapor Emissions Rate test, or 
over 75% when using the Relative Humidity test, will require the addition of a 6mil polyethylene moisture 
barrier. When a moisture barrier is installed, note that all seams are to have an 8” overlap taped with a 
waterproof adhesive such as duct tape. Vapor barriers must also be installed at least 1” up the wall.

Existing Floors

 Mosaic Luxury Vinyl may be installed over existing clean, flat, dry, and well adhered existing tile, vinyl, or 
hardwood flooring with wood subfloors. Any existing wood glued directly to concrete must be removed 
prior to installation. Existing sheet vinyl, VCT, LVT, ceramic tile, and terrazzo must be flat.

Radiant Heat

 Mosaic Luxury Vinyl may be installed over radiant heating systems such as Schluter Ditra Heat or Suntouch 
provided the heating system is covered by a self-leveling mortar such as Custom’s Techlevel WSF or TEC’s 
Level Set 300. Heated floor systems must be installed and functioning for a minimum of two weeks prior 
to installing Mosaic Luxury Vinyl. The temperature should remain at 60°F for one week prior to installation. 
It may be gradually increased in daily increments of 10° to minimize any shock to the Mosaic Luxury Vinyl 
flooring. The surface temperature should not exceed 95°F. Note that area rugs will increase the surface 
temperature by 3°- 5°F degrees.

Installation Guidelines
It is recommended that a 10% overage is added for cutting and waste material. It is also recommended to keep an 
extra box on hand for potential future repairs. A minimum 3/8” expansion gap must be placed between the planks 
and walls. Areas greater than 50 feet in one direction require expansion gaps.

Always work from multiple cartons. Mix and install product from 2-3 cartons at a time in order to achieve desirable 
plank variation.

Always undercut wood doorjambs. Check local building code for metal door jamb. If they cannot be cut, then proper 
expansion must be maintained. Use care when installing wall moldings and transition strips to not fasten through 
the Mosaic Luxury Vinyl flooring. 

If cabinets are to be installed on top of the flooring (including kitchen islands), area of material under cabinets must 
be fully adhered to the subfloor (including an additional 2’ beyond the cabinetry) using a premium pressure-sensitive 
adhesive such as TEC’s Parabond 5092.

*With Click Systems, using a glue down method or installing under cabinets will not be covered under 
warranty.*

Tools Required for Installation
Tape Measure, Utility Knife, Jigsaw, Tapping Block or Rubber Mallet, Pull Bar, 3/8” Spacers, T-Square, Safety 
Glasses, Broom or Vacuum, and, if necessary, tools for subfloor repair.
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2G Angle Click Method 
- Mott -

First plank, first row: Place a 3/8” 
spacer to the left and position the 
plank against the wall with the male 
side facing away from the wall. 
Later, after 3 rows, you can easily 
position the flooring against the 
front wall with additional spacers.

Second plank, first row: Press the 
short end of the next plank at an 
angle to the first one, and then fold 
down. Complete the first row with 
the same method.

At the end of the first row, put a 
spacer against the right-side wall 
and measure the length.

Second row: First plank must be 
15” or greater in length. Place 
another spacer against the left wall.

Stagger the distance between the 
joints no less than 1/3rd offset in 
parallel rows.

Place the plank at an angle against 
the plank in the previous row, press 
forward and fold down at the same 
time. Leave the plank in a somewhat 
up angled position when the planks 
start to lock.

Second plank, second row: Place 
the short end of the plank at an 
angle against the previous installed 
plank and fold down.

Push and slide the plank against the 
front row so it aligns with the first 
plank. Push it down so it engages 
the first plank and clicks tightly 
together. The first/previous plank 
can now be folded completely 
down to horizontal position.

After 2-3 rows: Adjust the distance 
to the front wall maintaining the 
spacers positions during the 
installation and remove once the 
installation is completed.

2G Angle Click Method (cont.)

Last row (and perhaps also first row): Always keep a minimum width of 2”. 
Place a spacer to the wall before measuring. Mark the plank along the wall. 
Cut the planks lengthwise including the flexible tongues and install.

Installation around radiator/heating pipes: Drill holes two times larger than the diameter of the pipes. Remove a 
piece of the plank with a utility knife. Put the plank on one side of the pipes and the removed piece on the other 
side.

When angling is not possible: Remove the vertical locking part of the strip with a chisel, put applicable glue on 
the strip and push the planks horizontally together. Use spacers between last board and wall.

 

Dismantling planks: Separate the row by carefully lifting and releasing the entire row of planks. Fold up to release 
the complete long side. Disassemble the planks by angling the short sides up vertically.

 

Installation Video
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5Gi Drop&Click® Method 
- Amazon, Carrara, Cement, Chenille, Daroca, Docks, Foster, Nord, Travertina, Valley -

First row: Place plank (A) as support 
for long side alignment of plank (B) 
and (C) while you install plank (B) 
and plank (C). Be sure to use a 
3/8” spacer along the left wall when 
installing plank (B).

Second plank, first row: Place plank 
(C) close to the short end of the first 
plank (B).

Engage the long side of the plank 
first in a single movement. Make 
sure the short side of the planks 
are close to each other. Then tap 
along the long side of the plank to 
ensure it is completely flat to the 
surface.**Very Important**

Use a rubber mallet along the short 
end and tap from the inside out as 
shown by the arrow above.  

At the end of the first row, put a 
3/8” spacer against the wall and 
measure the length of the last plank 
to fit.

Second row: First plank must 
be 15” or greater in length. Put a 
spacer against the left wall.

Stagger the distance between the 
joints no less than 1/3rd offset in 
parallel rows.

Second plank, second row: Place 
the plank close to the short end of 
the previous plank and fold it down 
in a single action movement. Push 
it down so it engages the first plank 
and clicks tightly together. Use a 
rubber hammer along the short 
end.

After 2-3 rows: Adjust the distance 
to the front wall maintaining the 
spacers positions during the 
installation and remove once the 
installation is completed.

5Gi Drop&Click® Method (cont.)

Last row (and perhaps also first row): Always keep a minimum width of 2”. 
Place a spacer to the wall before measuring. Mark the plank along the wall. 
Cut the planks lengthwise including the flexible tongues and install.

Installation around radiator/heating pipes: Drill holes two times larger than the diameter of the pipes. Remove a 
piece of the plank with a utility knife. Put the plank on one side of the pipes and the removed piece on the other 
side.

When angling is not possible: Remove the vertical locking part of the strip with a chisel, put applicable glue on 
the strip and push the planks horizontally together. Use spacers between last board and wall.

 

Dismantling planks: Separate the row by carefully lifting and releasing the entire row of planks. Fold up the row 
and release the long side. Disassemble the planks by lifting the short ends upwards. Never fold up a plank, as 
this will damage the profile.

 

Installation Video
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Herringbone Pattern Method

Example: Wall length = 208” + X (2”) = 210” 
210” divided by Y (37.43”) = 5.61

Next full number = 6

6 starting triangles are needed.

Separate A and B planks.

Take B planks (Red) and A planks 
(Green) and install them as follows.

Cut the triangle according to the 
line indicated below. Dismantle the 
triangle before sawing. The excess 
(below the line) can be saved for 
possible use in other areas.

Should you have an odd number 
of triangles, leave the outer two 
triangles aside. Lay out the middle 
triangles with their long side towards 
the starting wall. If you have built an 
even number of triangles, lay only 
one aside.

Herringbone Pattern Method (cont.)

Now cut the distances C-D and E-F from the remaining triangle(s).

Install A-planks (Green) to connect the triangles. Cut the most left piece to fit into the room, keeping a 3/8” spacer 
around the perimeter for an expansion gap. Now, install B-planks (Red) and cut the right-hand side piece to size. 
This alternating installation of A-planks and B-planks continues throughout the rest of the installation.

The last rows: Dismantle the excess material from the triangles. Use it to close the open gaps to the finishing wall. 
Use the leftover from planks 1, 2, etc. consecutively and cut to size if necessary. If any planks are cut in smaller 
pieces, the use of an adhesive is recommended. 

Installation around radiator/heating pipes: Drill holes two times larger 
than the diameter of the pipes. Remove a piece of the plank with a utility 
knife. Put the plank on one side of the pipes and the removed piece on the 
other side.

When angling is not possible: 
Remove the locking element 
according to the picture and use 
glue to connect the planks.

 

Calculate the number of 
starting triangles needed 
by measuring the length of 
the intended starting wall. 
Add X inches and divide 
the length by Y inches.

Measure the center of the room. Determine 
where to put the center installation line. Mark 
the installation line on the subfloor.

Installation VideoCheck the straightness 
of the starting wall. If 
is not 90° to the center 
line, the starting triangles 
need to be adjusted. 
Make sure the top of the 
centered triangle is on 
the installation line. 
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Available Trim

Schluter Trims 
• All styles are 94” long

• Available in Brushed Chrome, Brushed Nickel, and Antique Bronze

• All Schluter VINPRO Trim is Special Order and ships within 3-5 business days

VINPRO-S 
Resilient surfaces edge 

protection profile

VINPRO-T 
Resilient floor covering profile  

for retrofit applications

VINPRO-U 
Resilient floor covering transition 

profile for reducing to lower 
elevations

VINPRO-RO 
Resilient surface edge profile  
with rounded reveal for stairs  

and outside wall corners

VINPRO-STEP 
Resilient floor covering finishing 

and edge profile for stairs

Available Trim

Color Coordinated Moldings – VersaEdge Stair Nose, SlimTrim, and Quarter Round
• All styles are 94” long

• The use of a polyurethane adhesive such as Gorilla Original Polyurethane Glue or Liquid Nails 
Polyurethane Construction Adhesive is recommended to hold trim in place where nails are not 
appropriate 

• VersaEdge Extra Tall Stair Nose and Slim Trim are available now via QuickSHIP in all colors

• Quarter Round are Special Order with approximate two week lead time

Versatrim Dowel Tree
Dowels are an optional attachment system for SlimTrim moldings and will work for 
flooring up to 19mm thick. It comes as a tree of eight dowels (typically enough to install 
one 94” SlimTrim).

VersaEdge Extra Tall Stair Nose 
Combines style and function to enhance the beauty of a staircase or step. For use on 
flooring with an overall thickness of up to 3/4” (19mm).

Surface Material: High wear resistance aluminum oxide laminate

Core Material: Aluminum

SlimTrim
This 3-in-1 molding functions as a Reducer, T-Molding, and End Cap.

Surface Material: High wear resistance aluminum oxide laminate

Core Material: PVC

Quarter Round
Conceals the required expansion space between the wall and the laminate flooring.

Surface Material: Decorative paper

Core Material: Moisture resistant exterior grade 
composite wood product



Care & Maintenance
After installation, be sure to sweep up all trash and remove debris. Keep the floor covered with heavy paper or 
cardboard if there is to be additional construction work in the space. Keep leftover material and store it in a climate-
controlled space for future needs. 

The feet of furniture must always be covered with floor protectors made of non-staining felt or non-pigmented hard 
plastic. Chairs, sofas, or other furniture with castors must be fitted with soft rubber wheels and have an adequate 
protective mat or protective castor cups. 

When moving furniture take caution and properly protect flooring to avoid scratches. 

Sweep and/or vacuum the floor on a regular basis. Never use polishes, waxes, harsh chemicals or abrasive cleaners 
on Mosaic Luxury Vinyl. 

Dry mop floor using a microfiber mop pad or appropriate floor vacuum to remove dust particulate from the floor.

Spray a neutral pH cleaner, such as Aqua Mix AquaKleen onto the floor in manageable areas as it may dry quickly. 
Use a microfiber mop or towel to clean the floor. Replace with a clean mop head or towel as needed to avoid 
spreading dirt around. Continue to clean floor in sections as necessary.

As needed, rinse the floor with water only to remove any residual cleaner from the floor.

Avoid direct sunlight exposure for prolonged periods of time as this may result in discoloration. Close blinds during 
peak sunlight hours as excessive heat and light will subject the flooring to fading. 

Any questions? Please reach out directly to your local Mosaic branch. 

Alexandria, VA I Chantilly, VA I Fairfax, VA I Richmond, VA I Virginia Beach, VA

North Bethesda, MD* I Owings Mills, MD* I Greensboro, NC I Raleigh, NC

www.mosaictileco.com
Locally

Owned & 
Operated


